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Difference, Integration, Transcommunality:
The Case of California

Renate Holub

The problematic concerning the integration of differendy traditioned groups
in the United States was mosdy discussed in terms of multicultural justice.
When many of the issues pertaining to multicultural justice first appeared in

the pubhc sphere of the United States, these issues emerged in most Substan¬

tive ways not just anywhere in the United States but in California. It would be

interesting to examine to which extent the emergence of multicultural justice
politics - namely the attempt to legalize and see to its implementation a poü¬
tics based on a justice model that recognizes the advantages and disadvantages
that accrue to members of specific racial and ethnie groups

- are related to

earlier political and social movement formations, such as the Free Speech Mo¬

vement, which also originated, as is weü known, in Caüfornia. Struggles for

unionization, such as those waged by the Sleepkig Car Porters Union in the

San Francisco/Oakland area, probably would also have to be taken into ac¬

count as enabüng condition for social justice issues. If a general legaey of so¬

cial justice oriented movements, such as the Student movement, the anti-Viet¬

nam movement, and the second wave women's movement no doubt played a

role in the formation of social justice oriented poütics aü over the United

States, specific political as weü as cultural experiences in Caüfornia no doubt

played a significant role in the formation of specificaüy multicultural justice

poütics in the field of education. Above aü, however, I would like to contend

that it is the Caüfornia's continuous ethnie diversification, leadkig to plural
cultural experiences, multiethnic and multicultural experiences, that is, in the

struetures of everyday social life which significantly faeiütates plural ways of

seeing and judging the world. Caüfornia's multiethnic social and cultural sphe¬
re lends itself to the evolution of epistemological and evaluative pluralisms.

It should be pointed out, however, that the campaigns for multiculturaüst

educational poheies, as they were carried out in the universities, engaged many
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a middle class non-minority activist with Eastern ivy league schools credenti-

als. Indeed, the ehte universities within Caüfornia, such as Stanford University
and the University of California at Berkeley, which compete with the Eastern

ehte universities, were among the first in die United States to apply principles
of multicultural justice by systematicaüy de-Europeanizkig and de-Westerni-

zing the canon in many of thek undergraduate and graduate courses. What

was at issue here was the gradual critical deconstruction of the assumptions
of the predominant knowledge paradigms on the one hand, and the gradual
development of new knowledge paradigms on the other hand, paradigms
which would be capable of accommodating non western points of view in

knowledge production and reception. Whüe most of these multiculturaüst

educational measures were initiaUy promoted by diverse Student bodies whose

interests were powerfuüy supported by an extraordinary proliferation of mul¬

ticultural üterary and cultural texts, die measures themselves were ultimately
passed and put into effect in conjunction with university leaders who more of¬

ten than not had not been trained in multiculturaüst traditions. They had been
educated in the pre-multicultaral age. Or to put it differendy: as many writers,

artists, and critics from marginalized social and cultural groups increaskigly
thematized thek personal experiences of identity in a monocultural society,
younger generations, increasingly developing a heightened consciousness of

ethnie identity, demanded educational programs capable of accommodating
experiences and knowledges based not on mainstream culture but on marginal
cultures. Ethnicity, race, and gender turned into key concepts commanding
the struetures and languages of curricula and syüabi. If ethnie minorities are

responsible for developing the content of the new educational materials, the

implementation of programs coneeived from the point of view of ethnicity,
gender, and race would not have been possible, however, without the consi-

stent Cooperation of the educational leadership. Ultimately, it was an alfiance

between estabüshment educational leaders and those promoting alternative

visions which enabled the proliferation of multiculturahst educational policies
in Caüfornia. Without the active support of mainstream hberal and left edu-

cators, who surely had been touched in fundamental ways by the women's mo¬

vement, the Free Speech movement, the civü rights movement, the Student

movement, and the critical tiiinking of the Left, the multicultural revolution

would not have taken place.1
As the multiculturahst wave graduahy engulfed most universities in the Uni¬

ted States, conceptual innovations, shifts, and transformations with respect to

the issues of multiculturaüsm and multiculturaüty continued to primarily
emerge from Caüfornia. Perhaps it is not inadequate to claim that whüe Ea-
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stern universities tend to focus on issues pertaining to race, raciaüsm, raciali-

zation, and racism, Western universities, in particular the Cahfornian universi¬

ties, tend to focus on issues pertaining to multiculturahty and multiculturalism.

In this sense, when it comes to multicultural educational poücy, to multicul¬

tural canon formation, to the estabüshment of new departments such as Eth¬

nie Studies, Caüfornia was, and stül represents, the undisputed cutting edge.
Whether it concerns the multicultural programs ofits grammar schools, its se-

condary schools, or its universities, including its most prestigious ones, when

compared to the rest of the country, California constitates a Mekka of sorts.

Many scholars from around the globe intermittendy arrive in Caüfornia to ex¬

amine the theory and practice of multicultural education. What emerged in

California is a specific consteüation of aüiances between variously grounded
groups, a »dialectic of multicultural education« of sorts. The »California Mul¬

ticultural Dialectic« consists in a specific consteüation that obtained in Cali¬

fornia of the sixties, seventies, and eighties between social practices of multi-

culturaüty and theories ofa multicultural society. For this dramatic conceptual
shift from westem monoculturahty to ethnie identity politics - tendentiaüy
enabüng visions of global multicultaraüty, ofwhat we might caü transcommu¬

naüty - has not only effected many aspects of institutional and professional
üfe. It is also the continuous diversification of Caüfornia's social and cultural

üfe which affects the ways of seeing and judging of many of its üiteüectuals,
its Organizers of knowledge, and its managers of culture. In Caüfornia, it is

easy to become witness to a dialectic of multicultural theory and practice. And

it is also possible to discern the ümits of this particular Cahfornian dialectic.

What I am referring to is the recent passage of Proposition 209 by the Caü¬

fornia electorate, a proposition which abohshed preference in university ad-

mission and hiring poücies based on race and gender. This pohey, known as

»affirmative action«, represents one of the most advanced poütical forms of

integrating a series, if not aü, disadvantaged social groups into processes of

knowledge production and distribution.2

When I claim that issues pertaining to multicultural justice modeis ap-

peared above aü in Caüfornia, then I do not mean to say that California is the

sole producer of a multicultural conceptual model, the world's think tank on

multiculturahty, so to speak. Rather, what I would like to stress is die particular
consteüation that obtains in California, what I have caüed above the »Califor¬

nia Multicultural Dialectic«. Obviously, multicultural theoretical work has

been done in many institates and universities aü over the United States, and in

other parts of the world, and many diseiphnes are partieipating in the shift

from western hegemony in knowledge production to global approaches to va-
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lue Systems and norms. Of particular importance in this context is surely the

work of Stuart Hau, who systematicaUy üiternationaüzes questions of ethnici¬

ty, identity politics, and cultural domination by linking those topics to global
concerns.3 What is most interesting in the U.S. American context is the prac-
tical Cooperation that obtained between a variety of cultural workers in the

production ofa new cultural model. Whüe many pubhc cultural workers - wri¬

ters, critics, poets, artists - propagated the multicultural point ofview in thek

creative work, thek chaüenges were further developed by cultural workers wi¬

thin the academic kistitations, in particular in the humanities and social

science disciphnes. As a result, many requked core courses were based on cur¬

ricula which systematicaUy included the work of writers and critics who the-

matized issues of identity, cultural domination, cultural assimüation, and resi¬

stance poütics. They include Linda Chavez, Shelby Steele, Richard Rodriguez
and Ronald Takaki, as weü as Cherrie Moraga, Gloria Anzaldua beü hooks,
Maxine Hong Kingston, and Alice Walker.4 These critics problematize theo¬

retical and political issues in relation to ethnicity, identity poütics, and resi¬

stance and domination. At issue were demands for recognition of cultural dif¬

ference. Discussions focused on the conditions for exclusion and inclusion in

specific groups, as weü as on problems pertaining to identity poütics. They
also involved critical approaches to the ethics of ethnie or racial difference

theory and theoretical work on possible epistemological gains based on diffe¬

rence. These efforts in the realm of literary produetions and hterary theory
were substantively supported by theoretical and methodological work in the

social sciences. Often undertaken under the rubric of »reflexive sociology«,
»reflexive anthropology«, or »new historicism«, inteUectual workers from the¬

se disciphnes contkiued to chaüenge the hegemony of predomkiant know¬

ledge Systems.
If workers within the hterary or cultural paradigm tended to focus on the

multicultural experience within the United States, workers from social science

paradigms were able to extend these debates to the socio-economics ofknow¬

ledge. Many of them questioned the privilege the western subject ascribed to

its particular point ofview, methods, values, and assumptions when examining
an objeet. When the objeet of study pertained to non-western worlds, to cul¬

tures, nations, and communities, that is, that have not primarily taken part as

subjeets, but rather as objeets in the economic and political management of

the access to control of global resources and rewards, die knowledge produ¬
ced about such objeets usuaüy contained the bias, conscious or unconscious,
of a knowledge producer who is also a holder of power. This nexus between

power and knowledge, between privüeged and non-privüeged communities,
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has been considerably explored and continues to be explored in the course of

contemporary multidisciplinary and multicultural research and teaching agen-
das. The study of this nexus has effected almost aü disciphnes. Some disciph¬
nes have substantively changed, others have merely modified thek approaches
to thek objeet of study, and other disciphnes are hteraüy on the verge of dis-

appearing. By the same token, new disciphnes, such as cultural studies, have

emerged. Cultural Studies Readers and materials have colonized bookstore

rows, hbraries, and requked reading üsts alike, and nouns such as »Postcolo-

niality«, »Marginahzation«, »Hegemony«, »Resistance«, and »Domination« go-

vern the multicultural day.5 Whüe a multicultural intelfigentsia has emerged
throughout the United States, and whüe aü major inteUectual leaders offiberal

and left persuasion alike have in one form or another positively addressed is¬

sues pertaining to multiculturahsm, it is nonetheless particukrly in Caüfornia,
rather than in other locations, that the products of such intelfigentsia, thek

discourses on multiculturahsm and multiculturahty, finds süperb conditions

for their proliferation. A de-facto multicultural society has emerged, facüita-

ting many different ways of seeing. Such a cultural sphere in turn enables a

coneeptuahty that is capable of apprehending many ways of vaÜdating, jud-
ging, and acting. This includes culturaüy and sociaUy produced differentials in

the production of meaning. By knplementing educational reforms which

would aecommodate such differentials, Caüfornia's educational ehtes were

substantively aided by the very fact that thek experiences in the struetures of

everyday hfe were essentiaüy culturaüy heterogeneous, and not homogeneous.
If Caüfornia's intelügentsia, by resolutely enacting a poütics of difference over

the past 20 years or so, seemed to have internalized the splendid rainbow of

its pubüc sphere, it seems to have exoreked this splendid multicultural dream

when passing Proposition 209 in November of 1996. For how eise can we ex¬

plain this shift from one extreme to the other when we compare Caüfornia to

other regions in the United States?

There is one variable in the story of Caüfornia's poütics of multiculturaüsm
which may help us to solve this paradox. This pertains to the attitude, or rather

the actions, of its intelügentsia during the culture wars. For when these culture

wars ravaged the landscapes ofuniversities, institutions, and foundations, con-

testing, from the left and right alike, the multicultural chaüenge to hegemonic
modes of thought and representation, most Cahfornians were conspicuously
quiet. When in a myriad of pubüc debates, hearings, publications, talk shows,
and radio stations leading kiteUectuals engaged on issues of »poütical correc-

tness«, »multiculturaüsm«, »postmodernism« and the like, Cahfornians were

mosdy absent. When the major inteUectual leaders on the East coast and in
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the Midwest sharpened thek pens in justification of the multicultural, caüed it

into question, or radicaüzed it — Henry Louis Gates produced a defense with

his Loose Canons: Notes on die Culture Wars (1992), renowned pubüc intel¬

lectual Christopher Lasch passionately intervened with his The Revolt of the

Ehtes and the Betrayal of Democracy (1995), accusing the multicultural advo-

cates of betrayal, Wilüam Juüus Wüson reminded us, with his The Truly Dis-

advantaged (1987) or his When Work Disappears. The World ofthe New Ur¬

ban Poor (1996), to reassess the relativity ofthe multicultural discourse, and

John O'Neül pointed to the shortcomings of multiculturahsm in his The Po¬

verty of Postmodernism (1995) - Cahfornia's leading kiteüectaals again prac-
ticed inaction.6 This inaction is somewhat pecuhar in light of the fact that

Cahfornian multiculturalists are hardly rhetoricaüy underdeveloped when it

comes to ideologicaüy promoting the vktues of aü that is not modern, anti¬

modern, not linear, not mono-cultaral, in short, in promoting aü those powers

mkaculously inhabiting the multicultural space. It was hteraüy only at die very
moment of passage of Proposition 209 that a group of Berkeley kiteüectaals

chose to get expücitiy engaged, perhaps belatedly, in theoretical issues pertai¬
ning to multiculturaüty and affirmative action.7 There is but one exception to

my account of Cahfornia's piain multicultural inaction in moments of national

poütical crisis. I am referring to Todd Gitün's The Twiüght of Common Dre-

ams: Why America is Wracked by Culture Wars (1995).8 Todd Gitün is also

known as former leader of the SDS (Students for a Democratic Society), au¬

thor of key publications on the tumultuous years of the sixties, and a brilüant

cultural analyst. Surely, when he pubhshed the above mentioned title, T. Gitün

had akeady moved away from Caüfornia to the East Coast. If someone choo-

ses to Interpret his departure from multicultural California in a symboüc key,
so be it. His pubücation wül not be as püable to multiple interpretations. For
the message it signals is straightforward and clear: as observing participant in

Caüfornia's multicultural projeet, Gitün has come to the conclusion that Cah¬

fornia's multicultural evolution has lead to political Involution. Excessive eth¬

nie identity politics have destroyed common ground. A pluraüty ofvisions has

contracted into a multicultural bündness to commonaüty of action. Trans-

communaüty has not taken pkee.
It would be easy to dismiss Gitün as just another disgrunded white male lef-

tist whose power position got somewhat dented by multicultural politics. Whi¬
le the multicultural leadership surely displayed no particular propensities for

üstening to pontifications from the left, old and new alike, it is nonetheless a

fact of history that the various social movements of the past thkty and more

years have paved the way for multicultural poütics. Hand-on experiences in
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these dynamic hberational movements, coupled with üitense debates on noti-

ons of justice, justice implementation, and social utopias, mark the structure

ofthe conscious and the unconscious alike ofmanywho üved through the six-

ties and seventies. Without these experiences, the alüance which was needed

between multiculturahst Innovators and educational leadership, and to which

1 referred above, would not have taken place. Whüe many members of the

educational leadership may not have been educated in multiculturaüsm, thek

monocultarahsm, nonetheless, in general contained a basic feature. Trained in

critical thinking within or outside the Marxist tradition, it generaüy üicluded

attention not to analysis of üijustice tout court, but attention to analysis of

economic üijustice. Any analysis of economic üijustice involves the notion of

class. The multicultural projeet does not programmaticaüy exelude the notion

of class. However, as this projeet graduaüy evolved in Caüfornia, it multipüed
into a myriad of increasingly heterogeneous multicultaraüsms which, intent

on pointing to cultural and symboüc üijustice Systems, increasingly süenced

Substantive analyses of the conditions that produce economic üijustice. Insi-

stence on economic factors in the age ofpostmodernism more often than not

lead to disenfranchment on the inteUectual market. Conditions for alüance

formation weakened. Soüdarity broke down. Most importantly, however, with

die displacement, if not abandonment of the economic analysis, many multi¬

cultural politicians simultaneously abandoned a social group which is clearly
marked by a certain kind of üijustice. It is not cultural üijustice, or ethnie üi¬

justice, but social üijustice nonetheless: the üijustice of poverty, which does

not only kiclude minorities, but also members of the non-minority groups.
Martin Luther King Jr. warned in the sixties that the struggle for equal rights
should not emarginate particular social groups.9 Advocates of»Affirmative ac¬

tion«, by not substantively addressing the educational, social, and cultural in-

justice that aecrues to young people from poverty stricken famiües, disregar-
ded the warning. In this protracted struggle over language, symbolic Systems,
and meaning, in the proliferation ofbooks who discuss the inventions of race,

the effects of such inventions, and the historical accounts that favor Europe
over Africa, Asia, and other non-Western regions of the world, in this immen¬

se, necessary, and revolutionary struggle of global dimensions, the local, more

often than not, got left out.10 Systematic indifference to the category of eco¬

nomic analysis, and thus to poverty residing in many different sectors of so¬

ciety, constitates the Achüles heel ofthe multicultural discourse.11 Widespread
indifference to ckss issues haunts Caüfornia's multicultural poütics. It is not

the place here to examine those aspects of multiculturahsm and postmoder¬
nism that have successfuUy bluffed thek neo-conservative way to a left public
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sphere by adopting a left vocabulary.12 The defeat of »affirmative action« has

surely more than one cause. Yet it is dkecdy linked to an indifference to an

analysis of economic üijustice. And an understanding of what lead to this de¬

feat cannot be adequate, it seems to me, by remaining indifferent to issues of

economic injustice. Successfül resistance to this defeat wül probably reside

not simply in determining the constitutionality of »affirmative action«. It wül

also reside in a poütical vision which radicahy addresses the issue of economic

üijustice. That revahdation could become die foundation for transcommunal

alüance poütics.
In the informed pubüc debates, the poütical economy of multiculturaüsm

has as of yet not received widespread attention. There are good reasons for

this. For the affirmative action termination move was primarily pohticaüy mo-
tivated. Yet the poütical motivations of the primary movers of this üiitiate

cannot explain why Caüfornia's voters, or at least over half of them, went alo¬

ng with this advocacy. In other words, whüe Republican poüticians orchestra-

ted the defeat of a sociaüy conscious educational measure, there is no reason

to beheve that the voters participating in this defeat necessarily intended to

support the poütical ambitions of thek republican leaders and the ideals they

promote. And in fact, many of the voters who opted to abohsh »affirmative

action« were not repubücans but democrats, just as some historical supporters
of »affirmative action« were repubücans, and as some opponents were demo¬

crats. President Clinton, who remained remarkably non-committal on the is¬

sue when he visited California in the crucial pre-election weeks, is surely a case

in point. What the anti-affirmative action California voters have in common

with thek leaders are thus not necessarily poütical procüvities. What they have
in common is thek location in the state of California in the last decade of the

twentieth Century. And, at this point of historical juncture, Caüfornia happens
to be the largest immigration State. Indeed, Caüfornia leads those states - Te¬

xas, New York, Illinois, Florida - which together account for 81% of the 3.2

milüon ülegal immigrants that the U.S. Immigration and Naturahzation Ser¬

vices estimated to be present in the United States in 1992.13 As a result, whüe

in the rest of die United States, the two concepts of »affirmative action« and

»immigration« may not have aü that much in common on the surface, in Cali¬

fornia these two concepts do. For over the past year or so, Cahfornia's Citizens

were not only asked to make up thek minds on the issue of »affirmative ac¬

tion«, they were also asked to face the issue of immigration. With the passage
ki Congress of the immigration reform act in August of last year, Caüfornia's

many ülegal immigrants are faced with the possibiüty that thek chüdren wül

not longer be aüowed to attend pubüc schools. And Cahfornia's legal immi-
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grants are, like aü other legal immigrants in the United States, faced with ü-

mited access to federaüy mandated social programs. Many of Caüfornia's Citi¬

zens, whether they like it or not, wül have to be part of the enactment of the

welfare reform and immigration acts, as a continuous flow of legal and ülegal
immigrants encourages employers to keep wages down, to employ ülegal im¬

migrants as cheap labor in sweatshops, and to discourage the formation of

unions. And many other Cahfornians wül have to compete for low wage Jobs.
Did many of Caüfornia's Citizens participate in repubücan poütics because

they feel, or indeed are, more vulnerable to the economic conditions that give
rise to the conservative revolution? Are there particular ckcumstances which

facüitate Caüfornia's affiniti.es with the political issues of the repubhcan day?
No doubt, ever since a repubücan majority has seized the 104th Congress

of the United States in January of 1994, repubücans throughout the United

States have systematicaUy articulated an entire series of anti-überal positions,
kicluding an anti-immigration stance. Although the United States, as compa-
red to most European countries, entertained, and stül entertains, relatively ü-

beral immigration laws, recent pubüc debates centering on Substantive redefi-

nitions ofthe »political«, ofthe nature ofrektions that obtain between Citizens

and thek state, that is, also included the issue of citizenship and immigration.
If scholars of migration pohcies have been able to point out that the relatively
hberal immigration laws of a classical immigration country such as the United

States and the relatively restrictive immigration laws of Western European
countries are on thek way to meet somewhere in the middle in order to more

effectively control immigration in the age ofglobal migration flows, the thrust

of pubüc debate, whether in the United States or in the European Union

countries, focuses less on migration than on redefinitions of rights and obli-

gations between Citizens and the State.14 The discussion ofwelfare reforms, or

rather the actual curtaüment of government spending for sockl infrastruc-

tares and Services, as they culmkiated in the welfare reform act of August of

1996 here in the U.S. are cases in point. As The Contract with America, a pu-
bhcation disseminated by »The House Repubhcans to Change the Nation«,

unmistakkigly advocates, the dismanthng of social kifrastructures and the wel¬

fare state is purportedly taking place in order to strengthen the traditional fa¬

müy, as weü as individual accountabüity and responsibiüty.15 Indeed, it is from

within traditional famüy struetures, rather than form pubüc Services, that con¬

servative repubücans hope to be able to draw unpaid social Services which the

society as a whole needs. The predominant logic of the conservative projeet
assigns, in the name ofpersonal accountabüity, responsibiüty, and authentic ci¬

tizenship, specific fünctions to individuals in order to meet some ofthe social
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problems. At the same time, individual misery and poverty, which may have

social causes, are typicaUy assessed not in terms of thek social causation, but

rather in terms ofa demonstrated lack of an mcüvidual's responsibiüty and ac¬

countabüity. If struetures within the private sphere, rather than programs wi¬

thin the pubhc sphere or society in general, are expected to be able to produce
the labor necessary for social Services, such as taking care of die elderly, the

private sphere must include labor that is free to provide such Services. The

model of the traditional heterosexual famüy, such as it existed until the early
sixties, where a husband provides an income by working outside the home,
whereas a wife is responsible for home care, husband care, and chüd care,

seems to offer a structure capable of accommodating the increasing privatiza¬
tion of supply to social demands. In principle, unemployed wives or mothers

can function as nurses to the elderly and the sick. The problem is, of course,

that the model ofthe traditional famüy no longer exists in any Substantive way.

Most women, whether wives, mothers, single, or partners, work outside the

home, sometimes by choice, more often than not by economic necessity. Gi¬

ven the social fünctions the repubhean congress wishes to ascribe to the tra¬

ditional heterosexual famüy, it should come as no surprise that repubheans sy¬

stematicaUy polemicize against advocates of alternative famüy struetures.

Rejecting women's right to choose, abortion rights, and rights to sexual prefe-
rence are part ofthe parcel ofthe repubücan agenda. And so is the repubhean
chaüenge to gays and lesbian rights, since visions of alternative community
struetures and famüy struetures do not correspond to the outdated model of

the ideal heterosexual famüy.
What is eminendy striking about die vision of conservative America is not

so much its rhetoric of morality, but rather the intended substantial structural

transformations between the Citizens and the State this morality attempts to

disguise. The individual, who is, precisely by Irving in a society, always akeady

part of social relations, is encouraged to disregard the nexus that obtains bet¬

ween the kidividual and society, or the particular and the universal, by taking,
as an individual, the place of the social. It is not society as a whole but the ki¬

dividual who is primarily caüed upon to redress problems that arise out ofthe

totahty of social relations, and ultimately it is the kidividual, and not the col¬

lective, who is viewed as the last frontier. If in the context of the debates on

communitarianism the üidividual's accountabüity with respect to social issues

was somewhat mitigated by bis or her membership in a specific community, a

community that was capable of, or interested in assuming a certain measure

of social responsibüities, in the conservative vision, the individual should be

able to ultimately stand alone.16 The conservatives imagine an abstract com-
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munity of strong individuals, who survive on the basis of thek vktaes and ki¬

dividual strength, whüe others wül not survive due to thek lack of vktue, or

surplus of vice. In the mainstream imagkiation, the Unk between meritocracy
and democracy, intermittendy evoked in the poütical üterature of überals and

not so überals alike, may substantiate the advocacy of greater individual auto¬

nomy and independence from the interference of a centralized State. In fact,
discussions concerning the promotion of stronger struetures of local civil so¬

ciety at the expense of centraüzed poütical societies, discussions that pertain
to decentraüzation and federaüzation as they have been going on in the United

States as weü as in Europe, deserve great merk, as long as decentraüzation is

not ipso facto concomitant with re-hierarchization of class and Status Sy¬
stems.17 Thus far, most of these discussions have attempted to hide thek true

colours: by speaking of greater autonomy, kidividual responsibiüty, local inde¬

pendence, many advocates of »freedom from the State« participate in freeing
the state from protecting the kidividual from a new form of economic non-

freedom. In the hands of the repubücan majority, the state is encouraged to

absolve itself from responsibüities for many victims of an escalating racist and

non-racist social and economic war. Yet the war has been, and is, on.

Research and statistics indicate as much.18 Let me point to a few examples.
In an accessible language, Lester Thurow, with his Head to Head. The Coming
Economic Battle Among Japan, Europe, and America (1993) explains some

ofthe agendas which wül rule global economies and global technologies.19 In

this changing economic and structural landscape, recendy described a the rise

of the network society, a fourth of the labor force wül have to be able to per¬
form highly sküled fünctions and managerial leadership tasks, and three

fourth wül not. The tidal waves of part-time employment, temporary employ¬
ment, and unemployment, envisioned for the future, akeady roü towards thek

shores.20 An entire series of economic and social science experts have focused

on various features of global underemployment and unemployment and rela¬

ted it to employment conditions in the United States.21 Powerful shifts on a

global level effect the workforces and thek employment conditions as migra¬
tion flows from South to North and East to West and West to East offer low

cost and low maintenance labor. Caüfornia, as the major immigration state of

the United States, experiences major immigration waves as it continues to

house those sites of revolutionary technological transformations - microelec-

tronics, biotechnology, telecommunications, robotics, Computers, and Soft¬

ware -which see themselves increasingly chaüenged by competition from Eu¬

ropean and Asian regions.22 Given this double matrix informing Caüfornian

cutting edge material existence, it should come as no surprise if Cahfornians
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indicate particular propensities for repubücan poütical issues. The passage of

Proposition 209 makes this point. Caüfornia's extraordinary propensities for

the formation of a multicultural consciousness, what I have termed the »Cali¬

fornia Multicultural Dialectic« at the moment accommodates the repubhean
caü to arms. As I have tried to show above, this aecommodation was also fa-

cüitated by widespread multicultural indifference to issues of class. Whüe af-

firmations of race, ethnicity, and gender may be able to afford the dismissal of

the issue of class as long as class, or economic justice, is not an issue, once

class, ki its form as economic survival, becomes an issue, it becomes indiffe¬

rent to notions of race, ethnicity, and gender. This is, it seems to me, what the

case of California invites us to see. As I finish this article, the constitutionaüty
of Proposition 209 is getting repeatedly tested in the California courts. The

survival of die »affirmative action« model, and with it, its social history in the

struggle for civü rights, wül ultimately stand the test of time not because a va¬

riety of judges deem it constitutional, but rather because a majority of people
wül be able to recognize the üijustice of economic üijustice next to other

forms ofinjustice. The promises ofan authentic transcommunahty, ofa global
society based on cultural difference and economic equaüty, begin and end the¬

re.
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10 In this extraordinary attempt to chaüenge the epistemological and normative he¬

gemony ofthe westem point ofview a myriad ofgroundbreaking pubücations saw

the day. There is no way to even to begin to adequately bibüographicaüy substan-

tiate this chaUenge. A few entries I hope wül suffice for the moment. Samk Amin,

Re-Reading the Postwar Period. An InteUectual Itinerary (tr) Michael Wolfers

(New York: Monthly Review Press, 1994); Marimba Ani, Yurugu. An African-Cen-

tered Critique of European Cultural Thought and Behavior (Trenton, N.J.: Africa
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